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Q: What is the difference between Ego and the real Self? 

A: A stage comes, when one is able to differentiate between Self and Ego. This stage 
comes after a long time and with inner evolution. Although, it is a personal matter I can give 
you some indication as to how it happens. 

In Self there is an absence of agitation and conflict. It is more a question of peace and 
harmony. Thus, whatever creates greater harmony comes from Self, and whatever we 
consider as pleasure comes from Ego. This is a brief explanation. 

Ego is an object, but Self never becomes an object because Self is known by Self only. Self 
is nothing but knowledge, and knowledge is not known by knowledge. In a way, Self is like 
light and Ego appears in Self. Therefore, Ego is an object of aware-ness. 

So, Self is known only by Self. Here is a subtle point. To think about Self is to be away 
from Self, because by your thoughts you are separating yourself from Self. It is a sort of 
paradox: Those who have not reached this stage of evolution have to think. Do you know how 
thinking ends? It ends by arriving at the thought that thinking is useless. It ends by realising 
through experience that actions, efforts or thoughts do not actually get us anywhere. All 
efforts eventually lead us to the conclusion that efforts do not result in Self-knowledge. 
However, without making an effort nobody can come to this conclusion!  

So, what is to be done? There is a saying in Hindi: ‘Nothing happens by doing, but nothing 
happens by not doing.’ It is such a paradox! If nothing happens by doing, and nothing 
happens by not doing, the question is: Should one ‘do’ or ‘not do’?  

Effortless effort comes at a later stage. Before that stage one has to pass through the fire of 
effort. Truly speaking, it is only after Self-realisation that genuine effortless effort comes 
about. Before that one tries understanding this through the mind. However, simply 
understanding by the mind alone will not help because one day you understand and the next 
day you forget. However, one should continue to make an effort. One should keep making 
efforts until at last one finally reaches the conclusion that all efforts are useless. 
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